Car Seats for Small Babies (4 pounds)
Many car seats fit small babies. We list 6 car
seats that have a lower weight limit of 4
pounds (lbs). There are many more available.
Chicco Key Fit 30






It is important to get a car seat with low
shoulder slots to make sure they can be set up
at or below your baby’s shoulders.
Britax B-Safe 35

4 to 30 lbs
Lowest Shoulder Slot is 5”
3 adjustable shoulder height slots
1 lower buckle position
Approximate price: $350

Evenflo LiteMax
 4 to 35 lbs



4 to 35 lbs



Lowest Shoulder Slot is 5”



4 adjustable shoulder height slots



2 lower buckle positions



Approximate price: $320

Safety 1st OnBoard Air



Lowest Shoulder Slot is 4”



4 to 35 lbs



4 adjustable shoulder height slots



Lowest Shoulder Slot is 5.5”



3 lower buckle positions



4 adjustable shoulder height slots



Approximate price: $170



2 lower buckle positions



Approximate price: $200

Graco Snugride Snuglock 35
 4 to 35 lbs


Uppa Baby Mesa

Lowest Shoulder Slot is 5”
Please note the DLX model has a 6-inch lower
harness. It might not fit a 4-pound baby well.



4 adjustable shoulder height slots



2 lower buckle positions



Approximate price: $280

Please note:
Car seat prices vary.
The approximate prices listed here just give you
an idea of the price range for different car seats.



4 to 35 lbs



Lowest Shoulder Slot is 5.5”



5 adjustable shoulder height positions



2 lower buckle positions



Approximate price: $515

Other things to consider:
- fitting the car seat in your car
- size of the car seat
- weight of car seat
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Car Seats for Small Babies (4 pounds)- continued

Use this information along with the information sheet:
Car Seat Safety:
Choosing a safe car seat for your new baby and using the
car seat correctly
Available from your nurse or other healthcare provider.
To access online, use the URL or scan the QR code directly to
the resource.

tinyurl.com/y4gwr7qy

A QR code (short for ‘quick response’ code) is a type of barcode that you scan with your smart device’s camera. Once scanned, it takes you to that web page.
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